3.2 Gallon E-Z
Bob Tank

38-0191

38-0075

Bobbed Tank Kit features one piece 3.2 gallon design, which
includes chrome bung style late caps, and all necessary
mount hardware for installation. Kit also includes a chrome
cast dash kit.
Years
VT No.
38-0179 1982-94
38-0177 1995-03
38-0191 2004-06

38-0076

*Note: The above tank kits include a dash kit which includes a plain dash base without wiring, 2:1 ratio Bob style
speedo, a 43” Speedo cable for front wheel drive application and a late Bob type 6 post chrome key switch. Units
for 1995-up do not include speedo or cable, these kits do include bracket to mount stock electronic speedo from
motorcycle and a coil relocation kit.Tank is 21³⁄₄” long and 12³⁄₄” wide. Mount hole to mount hole is 15¹⁄₄”. Petcock on
left. Tank Assemblies are sold with “Plain Dash Base” and are not designed to be wired for instrument lighting. Dash
bases VT No. 39-0959 for 3-light and VT No. 39-0960 for Cast Dash are available separately for builder requiring
dash lighting.

Bobbed
Tanks
feature
a smooth top and does not
accept dash panel or speedo. 3.2 gallon capacity and
includes necessary hardware
for installation. Order cap set
VT No. 38-0321 late bung style
caps separately.1995-up kits
include coil/ignition switch kit.
Tank width is 14¹⁄₂” tapering to
9”, overall length is 19”, tunnel
height is 7¹⁄₂” and width is 2¹⁄₂”.
38-0072
VT No.
Years
38-0090 1957-78
38-0072 1979-81
38-0091* 1982-94
38-0071* 1995-03
38-0025 2004-06
38-0321 Chrome Two Cap Set
31-0321 Coil Mount and Switch Cover Kit
*Note: Mount hardware not included!

Bobbed Tanks One Piece for Sportsters will bolt to existing
mounting holes and includes hardware. Available as tank only
which will accept 2, 3 or cast type dash kits which includes
3 lite dash, plain unwired dash base, 2:1 ratio speedometer,
key switch(for cosmetic looks only) gas cap set, gas tank and
mounting hardware. 1982-up models must use XLS or shorter
seat. All tanks use 38-0321 gas cap set and are 3.2 gallon
capacity. Tank measure 21³⁄₄” long and 12³⁄₄” wide and is
15¹⁄₄” from mount hole to mount hole with petcock location on
left hand side. 1995-up kits include coil relocation kit VT No.
38-0218 and speedometer adapter ring that allows use of stock
speedometer in dash cover.
Kit
Tank Only Years
1952-78
38-0075 38-0097
38-0076 38-0094
1979-81
38-0077 38-0096
1982-94
38-0067*
—
1995-03
—
38-0026
2004-06
*Note: Does not include speedometer cover
38-0082

38-0033
38-0426

Bobbed Tanks fit XL’s and feature bolt in locking aircraft style
gas caps and full rubber mount system for 1982-03 models.
VT No.
Style
Gallon
Year
38-0033
Bobbed
3
1982-03
Cap Only with two keys
38-0426

Bobbed Gas Tank Kit* include a 3.2 gallon one piece tank,
chrome dash without key switch hole, plain dash base and
mounting hardware. All kits can be used with a solo seat or custom seat with a shorter nose like our XLS types. Dash will not
accept a speedo with a built in tach. Order speedo separately.
Tank is 21 ³⁄₄” long and 12 ³⁄₄” wide. Mount hole to mount hole is
15¹⁄₄” petcock on left. Fits 1982-94 bung style.
VT No. 38-0082

995

XL

Bobbed Tank Kit

